Call to Order 6:01
Roll Call
Approval of Minutes
Pae sec Reid
Reports:
  o Chair- Homecoming is over. Election season has begun. If your members are having questions send them to Abbey. We have four meetings left so everyone working on projects and wants to see those have to be in committees by Nov 15th. Last day for committee is Nov 17th which is the last meeting of Session 94. All of you are going through reauthorization process on 1st of December. Unless you want to resign, then you will not be going through that. We would like to see in the author’s explanation a brief explanation of what you have done and what your plans for next semester are. Don’t stress just start thinking about them.
  o Vice Chair- Going to start hounding people for liaison check ins, I have a few projects that are still in the works. Also please tell committees about legislative forum. It needs to be used. Other people can see it outside of congress and we don’t have anything on there so it looks bad.
  o Secretary- Pictures next week. Constituent service is due end of month, office hours due tomorrow
  o Academic Affairs-met wit Nichols key and George Thomas to talk about calendar idea, the said they have thought about and working on app for students, they can make a schedule with things relevant to them. I think it will be useful to make it for students. committee members working on Spanish survey and what they think about the curriculum, others working on P&P cafe hours of operation. Besides that advising stuff going Kendall working on t he bike share.
  o Congressional Administration- We saw 2 bills gave both recs of do pass. Tabled the presidential transition. We talked to George about reforms were making. Step by step going through the entire code annotated working on that with George through the week and making sure that is up to date
  o External Affairs- Saw 2 pieces of legislation and gave them rec of do pass. Owings wants to work on prospective students.
  o Human Diversity- We had a really enlightening meeting, nothing on agenda but we met for over an hour. Bob came again and he and Hawi spoke about what is it like to be an international student at OU, discussed diversity training they took too. Dale 128 5:00 pm for the forum, my whole committee will be there to represent Congress. Watts decided to join; he is my roommate so it’s ok. Open invite to all of you for all of our meetings.
Problems and Projects- Saw 1 piece of legislation, Echols resolution regarding origin of works of art at Fred Jones museum whether they follow specifics codes for holocaust art. Discussed some of our projects and made sure everyone working on something.

Public Relations- We worked on the logo discussion, legality with what we are using on t-shirts. We are confirming with George on the semantics about using our name on certain things to see if that would allow us to use other logos besides the one with the pillar. Here is the design for the navy blue heathered material. New logo vs old logo. If you turn it around this is the back. We have agreed on the slogan for new t-shirts and pr which is serving yOU highlighting OU. Still deciding on colors for long sleeve shirt. Basic polos for the dark gray, we went with the black for the zip ups because the dark red is too expensive. Over the night my committee and I are working on resolution to send to OSU a condolence resolution, should be out with agenda tomorrow.

Ways and Means- Easy day today since we had been so busy with interviews. We wrote subsidiary legislation. We still have to do union catering funding and next week we are doing the massive revamp of title twelve at noon this next Sunday, you are all welcome. I am going to see if we can use card for food for us.

Legislative Assistant-Seeing the guns on campus bill and additionally some point in new futures about codifying certain practices of SORO date and time TBA

Special Orders
Old Business
New Business
Items to Be Considered
Follow-Up Reports
General Discussion
Adjourn
Brown sec Reid
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